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What is SolidWorks?

Most of the fabricators and product designersâ€™ reliance preference is SolidWorks to design and
illustrate with easiness and effectiveness. SolidWorks includes more statistics and drawing version
formats than any other CAD techniques. Its features include view folding which permits designers to
transfer from 2D CAD to make finest use of DWG or DXF drawing view and explore 3D incoming
data which can be renewed into SolidWorks files. The important 2D and 3D data can be safe and
remains highly supple and easily reached with SolidWorks.

SolidWorks software provides inclusive 3D CAD modelling tool that will help you to make,
reproduce, distribute and administer your data. It presents the most excellent grouping of sensitive
design and sound functionality facilitates you to finish your most difficult design projects.

SolidWorks Products

1. SolidWorks 3D Cad tools. It facilitates you to transform your novel and innovative data into
immense merchandise.

2. SolidWorks Simulation It helps you to raise the quality of your products and also helps you to
create the experience of real world by moulding you designs.

3. SolidWorks Sustainability In the design window you would be able to conduct the life cycle
assessment (LCA) by parts or assembling directly.

4. SolidWorks Enterprise Product Data Management Product data management (PDM) software is
simple to execute with some IT holds up and also is modified to the assignment workflow. It helps
you to control your data design. It eases you to store firmly and index designed data for quick
recovery. It reduces the concerns of data lose and version organize. PDM shares and works
together on design online people apart from your organization.

5. 3DVIA Composer Technical Communication Software It enables you to simply function active 3D
design data to produce more quickly also, updates high excellence graphical resources for your
product â€“

â€¢ Deliverables,

â€¢ Including documentation,

â€¢ Technical illustration,

â€¢ Animations,

â€¢ Interactive 3D experiences.

6. Product Matrices The packages of SolidWorks modelling tool offer a variety of capacity for an
inclusive design solution.

7. SolidWorks Education and Student Edition. It comprises at over 80% of the worldâ€™s top
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manufacturing schools. Provides students and researchers the functionality and ease to use to
become rapidly productive.

8. Partner Products. This program offers you to directly access to the integrated products and
services to make the most of output, also helps to convey your product in market quicker. It also
recommends you to supreme variety of high quality solutions to assemble your detailed product
design and development objectives.
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